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a b s t r a c t

Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) systems offer a very attractive way for storing and

distributing hydrogen from electrolysis using excess energies from solar or wind power

plants. In this contribution, an alternative, high-value utilization of such hydrogen is

proposed namely its use in steady-state chemical hydrogenation processes. We here

demonstrate that the hydrogen-rich form of the LOHC system dibenzyltoluene/perhydro-

dibenzyltoluene can be directly applied as sole source of hydrogen in the hydrogenation

of toluene, a model reaction for large-scale technical hydrogenations. Equilibrium exper-

iments using perhydro-dibenzyltoluene and toluene in a ratio of 1:3 (thus in a stoichio-

metric ratio with respect to H2) yield conversions above 60%, corresponding to an

equilibrium constant significantly higher than 1 under the applied conditions (270 �C).

Copyright © 2015, The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy

Publications, LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction

As the production of electricity from wind and sun is highly

intermittent in character, storage technologies are required to

adapt production to demand. For energy systems with high

shares of fluctuating renewable electricity, it is necessary to

develop high-value applications for energy equivalents that

are produced at times with very little demand (e.g. during

sunny and/or windy weekends). Apart from electric (e.g.
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batteries, capacitors, redox-flow systems) and mechanical

storage options (e.g. pumpedhydro, flywheels) the conversion

of excess electricity into hydrogen by water electrolysis is

considered as most attractive [1e3]. Besides energetic use of

the produced hydrogen, the latter can be used as feedstock in

catalytic hydrogenation reactions. However, this economi-

cally very interesting way of hydrogen utilization often re-

quires transport of hydrogen from the place of renewable

electricity production to a chemical production site.

In this context, chemical hydrogen storage and transport

systemsare highly interesting. These should allow storing large

amounts of hydrogenand release of pure hydrogenondemand.

For both requirements the application of Liquid Organic

Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) systems is very attractive. LOHC sys-

temsconsist of apair ofhigh-boiling, liquidorganicmoleculese

a hydrogen-lean compound and a hydrogen-rich compound e

that can be reversibly transformed into each other by catalytic

hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions [4e7].

Historically, the pair toluene/cyclohexane has been pro-

posed as LOHC system [8e10], however, the low boiling points

of this system and the toxicological profile of toluene are not

ideal [11]. In contrast, high-boiling aromatic and hetero-

aromatic compounds allow dehydrogenation in the liquid

phase with easy condensation of evaporated parts of the

hydrogen carrier. A system that gained greater attention by

the scientific community is N-ethyl-carbazole/perhydro-N-

ethyl-carbazole (NEC/H12-NEC) introduced in 2004 by the

company Air Products and Chemicals [12,13]. However,

despite its unquestionable attractiveness for low temperature

hydrogen release [14], this system has a number of important

drawbacks, namely the limited technical availability of NEC

from coal tar distillation, the solid nature of the fully dehy-

drogenated NEC at room temperature (mp: 68 �C), and the

limited thermal stability of NEC [15].

Recently, the use of well-established, industrially widely

used heat transfer oils as LOHC systems has been proposed

[16]. In particular, mixtures of isomeric benzyltoluenes and

dibenzyltoluenes that are industrially applied on large scale

(typical tradenames are Marlotherm©, Farolin© or Diphyl©)
show excellent performance in reversible hydrogenation/

dehydrogenation cycles. These systems are characterized by

very good technical availability (in very high and well-

specified purities), high hydrogen capacities without solidifi-

cation (mp: <�30 �C), very high thermal stability (application

range for long-term heat transfer applications is up to 350 �C),
and full toxicological and ecotoxicological assessment of their

hydrogen-lean forms [17,18]. The hydrogenation of the com-

mercial isomeric mixture of dibenzyltoluenes has been found

to proceed readily using commercial Ru on alumina catalysts

[12] (see Scheme 1).

Here, we describe a novel application of the liquid,

hydrogen-charged carrier perhydro-dibenzyltoluene,

namely its direct application as sole source of hydrogen

and solvent in industrially relevant hydrogenation re-

actions. The here proposed technology does not target the

laboratories of synthetic organic chemists where hydrogen

is best provided from cylinders with compressed hydrogen.

Our aim is to replace hydrogen from fossil sources in in-

dustrial, larger-scale continuous hydrogenation processes

by “green” hydrogen from water electrolysis based on

renewable energy equivalents. Thus the storable, hydrogen-

rich LOHC compound is used as a hydrogen buffer system to

link intermittent hydrogen production from wind and sun

energy with steady-state industrial hydrogenation. We

anticipate, that the here proposed technology is most

interesting for medium-sized industrial sites that do not

operate their own methane reformer due to unfavorable

economy of scale but still need significant amounts of

hydrogen, e.g. for specialty or fine chemicals production,

activation of catalysts or the treatment of materials. The

here proposed technology offers a very attractive short-cut

compared to the sequence of catalytic LOHC dehydrogena-

tion, hydrogen compression and high pressure hydrogena-

tion, as shown in Scheme 2.

As a very favorable feature of this approach, direct

compensation of the heats of reaction of LOHC dehydroge-

nation and target molecule hydrogenation takes place. Thus,

the here proposed concept avoids complex heat transfer in-

stallations in both the classical LOHC dehydrogenation

(endothermal) and feedstock hydrogenation reactors

(exothermal) [19e22]. In future applications of the technology

we anticipate the LOHC medium to be used as solvent for the

desired transfer hydrogenation reaction thus shifting hydro-

genation equilibria due to a large excess of the hydrogen

carrier.

We are fully aware that the selection of potential sub-

strates to be hydrogenated by the here proposed transfer hy-

drogenation is not fully unrestricted. As separation of

hydrogenated substrate and un-charged LOHC material (fol-

lowed by re-hydrogenation of the uncharged LOHC) is an

important step of the overall process, we expect the technol-

ogy to be particularly useful for hydrogenation reactions in

which substrates and products show a significant boiling

point difference with the applied perhydro-dibenzyltoluene/

dibenzyltoluene transfer hydrogenation system.

In overview, the potential advantages of transfer hydro-

genation based on LOHC systems include the following

aspects:

- Potential direct link of unsteady green hydrogen produc-

tion (via electrolysis from unsteady renewable energy

Scheme 1 e Catalytic hydrogenation of isomeric mixtures of dibenzyltoluenes to obtain the transfer hydrogenation agent

perhydro-dibenzyltoluene.
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